
  

Modern Languages, with an 
Emphasis in French

The Bachelor of Arts in 

Be fluent in French.
French is widely spoken on all continents as a native or second language and is used internationally 
for government, business and education. It’s the official language of many international organizations. 
By 2050, there will be an estimated 750 million French speakers thanks to a demographic boom in 
francophone Africa.

The Bachelor of Arts in Modern Language, with an Emphasis in French
The Bachelor of Arts in Modern Language, with an Emphasis in French develops linguistically and 
culturally competent and ready-to-be global citizens. UMSL offers a broad range of coursework 
in French: foundational courses in language and culture, courses focused on the many facets of 
literature and culture and pre-professional courses, all aimed at developing skills for the 21st century. 

Upon completion of the BA in Modern Language, with an Emphasis in French, graduates will possess 
the necessary linguistic and cultural competencies to interact with native speakers in culturally 
appropriate ways; use the target language in a variety of academic, social and professional 
situations and have a rich understanding of the target cultures; be able to critically explore their own 
assumptions, value alternative perspectives and act with cultural sensitivity; meet the challenges of  
a globalized world and continue developing their skills as lifelong learners.

BA in Modern Language with a teacher certification
French majors interested in teaching French in secondary schools may obtain teacher certification  
in cooperation with the College of Education by fulfilling the BA with certain prescribed courses  
in French.

BS in Secondary Education with an Emphasis in  
Modern Language, French
French majors interested in teaching French in secondary schools may obtain teacher certification in 
cooperation with the College of Education by fulfilling the BS with certain prescribed courses  
in French.



Transforming Lives
The Bachelor of Arts in Modern Language, with an Emphasis 
in French at UMSL is earned through our College of Arts and 
Sciences, the academic core of the University of Missouri–
St. Louis. Through academic programs offered on- and 
off- campus, traditional and nontraditional students gain 
knowledge, skills and intellectual leadership for a variety 
of career paths, advanced study and research in many 
academic disciplines.

Graduates are known for their professionalism on the job  
and their strong sense of civic responsibility. Students in  
our programs engage in creative and critical thinking,  
learn to analyze evidence, to appreciate patterns of 
complexity and to reflect on important issues that impact  
our daily lives. Students gain skill sets to prepare for a 
changing workplace that requires flexible, dynamic, and  
well-educated employees.

The dedicated Modern Language faculty engages learners  
in and out of the classroom. Expect a challenging, 
collaborative, and interactive environment in every course. 
Students are part of a larger learning community connected 
through our conversation group, numerous activities and 
study abroad experiences. 

Serious education. Serious value.
The Bachelor of Arts in Modern Language, with an Emphasis 
in French is designed to provide specialized knowledge, skills 
and training in a flexible format, with classes available in 
person, online and in a hybrid format. You’ll learn from  
highly qualified educators and researchers who hold  
terminal degrees from some of the world’s most prestigious 
academic institutions. 

The University of Missouri–St. Louis provides the knowledge, 
resources, tools, skills and support students need to be 
successful in our programs. Our comprehensive student 
support services include workshops, tutoring and career 
services to help you develop skills and strategies to be 
successful in the classroom and beyond. UMSL welcomes 
transfer students and our transfer specialists will assist you 
with getting the most transfer credits possible. We’re also 
committed to increasing access to higher education, which is 
why UMSL is consistently ranked number one in affordability 
in the St. Louis region.
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Career Opportunities
Bilingual Customer Service  
    Representative
Foreign Correspondent
Foreign Service Officer
International Analyst
French Educator
International Business Consultant
International Travel or  
    Study Coordinator
NGO Specialist
Translator/Interpreter/Localizer

The University of Missouri–St. Louis is the largest public research 
university located in Missouri’s most populous and economically 
important region. UMSL provides high-quality, affordable 
education to one of the most diverse student bodies in the state.  
No university is better connected to the surrounding region than 
UMSL. Seventy-three percent of our graduates stay in  
St. Louis. The region needs a well-equipped workforce and  
UMSL is prepared to help you meet those needs. Choose the 
University of Missouri–St. Louis for French.

CHOOSE

College of Arts & Sciences
1 University Blvd.
303 Lucas Hall
St. Louis, MO 63121
314-516-5501
artscience@umsl.edu
umsl.edu/divisions/artscience/

Office of Admissions
1 University Blvd.
351 Millennium Student Center
St. Louis, MO 63121
314-516-5451
admissions@umsl.edu
admissions.umsl.edu

Learn more at umsl.edu/lang

Department of Language and Cultural Studies
1 University Blvd.
554 Clark Hall
St. Louis, MO 63121
314-516-5541
trapanis@umsl.edu
umsl.edu/lang


